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The 2013 Spring Conference will be May 7-10, at the
Mohican Lodge & Conference Center in Perrysville, Ohio. The
conference will feature a session on Thursday titled Fix My Memory,
presented by Paul Mellor. Mr. Mellor is a national speaker, whose
memory seminar is highly interactive, entertaining and fast moving.
He will prove that everyone can be more productive and efficient
with a better memory. Then on Friday, Dr. Roger Hall will return
with a program designed to help us learn to better manage stress
and avoid burnout on our jobs and with our co-workers.
More details and conference registration forms will be
posted on the site soon. For more information regarding
conference schedules and registration, please contact the OACA at
1-877-257-6222.

ABOUT OACA
The Ohio Association for Court
Administration is a professional organization
of court managers who are committed to
excellence. The association was established
in 1973, and the current membership
consists of 231 members from all Ohio
court jurisdictions, as well as members of
court-related agencies. OACA is a member
organization of the National Association for
Court Management.

OACA Goals:








Enhance professional development
Encourage solidarity
Improve administration of justice
Provide legislative and policy updates
Encourage diversity
Anticipate and meet the challenges
Provide conferences with quality
education

OACA Member Benefits:









Member newsletters
Association website
Legislative and policy updates
Conferences
Networking
Mentor programs
CEU and CLE opportunities
Scholarship programs

Upcoming
OACA Conferences:
May 7-10, 2013
Mohican Lodge &
Conference Center
October 15-18, 2013
Moyer Judicial Center
Columbus
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Message From OACA’s President
Dear OACA members,
I want to take this
opportunity to thank all
of you for allowing me to
serve as your president in
2012.
It has been a busy and
productive year for OACA. We’ve
increased our membership by at least
27 new members and we’ve
experienced record attendance at both
our spring and fall conferences!
This year we collaborated with
NACM (National Association for Court
Management) to offer discounts for
folks who want to become members of
both OACA and NACM, of which
several people took advantage.
We’ve contracted with someone,
on a limited basis, to assist us with
keeping more current with our website
and to update information on a more
regular and consistent basis.
For the first time this year, we
instituted our new member/first time
conference attendee orientation that
occurs prior to the beginning of each
conference and have received very
positive feedback from this.
We are moving toward a
process to allow for more advocacy
from OACA on pending legislation
when deemed an issue that is important
to and affects the variety of courts that
our members represent.

Newsletter designed by:
Lindsey Schmitz
The Supreme Court of Ohio
Judicial College

In 2013 we will be celebrating
the 40th anniversary of the founding of
OACA, and there are some exciting
events that we are working on to

adequately
milestone!

celebrate

this

major

Lastly, there are several people that I
need to thank for making this year such
a success! The assistance that we receive
from the Supreme Court is truly
invaluable and without the expertise
and foresight of these folks OACA
certainly would not run as smoothly
and efficiently as it does! So a big
thank you to Margaret Allen, Sara
Stiffler and Lindsey Schmitz!
I am humbled by having had the
opportunity to have worked with the
OACA executive board and will be
forever grateful to each of them for
their support and encouragement both
regarding my leadership with the
organization and during my struggle
with unexpected health issues this year.
I am leaving the presidency in
extremely capable hands as Michael
Kochera leads us in 2013.
Thank you again for your trust in me as
your president!
May each of you have a holiday season
filled with peace and hope.
Sylvia Argento, LSW
OACA President
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Members of the 2012 Executive Committee
PRESIDENT
Sylvia Argento
Court Administrator
Tuscarawas County Probate/Juvenile Court
New Philadelphia
(330) 365-3253
argento@co.tuscarawas.oh.us

PRESIDENT ELECT
Michael Kochera
Court Administrator
Canton Municipal Court
Canton
(330) 438-4231
michael.kochera@cantonohio.gov

SECRETARY/TREASURER
Elizabeth Stephenson
Court Administrator
Tuscarawas County Common Pleas
Court, General Trial Division
New Philadelphia
(330) 365-3299
stephenson@co.tuscarawas.oh.us

PAST PRESIDENT
Kenneth R. Teleis
Court Administrator
Summit County Domestic Relations Court
Akron
(330) 643-2082
kteleis@drcourt.summitoh.net

AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
Timothy P. Lubbe
Court Administrator
Lorain County Common Pleas Court
Elyria
(440) 329-5565
tlubbe@loraincounty.us

AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
Marsha Cave
Court Administrator
Licking County Domestic Relations Court
Newark
(740) 670-5403
mroberts@lcounty.com

EDUCATION CO-CHAIR
Linda Lovelace
Court Administrator
Butler County Area I, II & III Courts
Hamilton
(513) 785-5769
lovelacel@butlercountyohio.org

EDUCATION CO-CHAIR
Melinda Cooper
Court Administrator/Magistrate
Fifth District Court of Appeals
Canton
(330) 451-7765
mscooper@co.stark.oh.us

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR
Lori A. Henry
Court Administrator
Medina Municipal Court
Medina
(330) 723-3287
lhenry@medinamunicipalcourt.org

OACA/SCO Liaison
Margaret R. Allen
Education Program Manager
The Supreme Court of Ohio Judicial College
Columbus
(614) 387-9464
margaret.allen@sc.ohio.gov

Behind the Scenes
KUDOS to all the hard work from OACA’S committee chairs and members!
Administrative Support
Linda Lovelace, Chair
Sylvia Argento
Lori Clune
Greg Popovich
Kimberly Switzer
Ken Teleis
Tammy Wurthmann

Communications
Ken Teleis, Chair
Berlin Carroll
George Denney
Paula Houston
Tim Lubbe
Ed McNachtan
Elizabeth Stephenson

Education
Melinda Cooper and
Linda Lovelace, Co-Chairs
Juanita Bryant
Don Colby
Carrie Connelly
Regina Daniel
By-Laws/Code of Regulations George Denney
Bennett Manning, Chair
James Fox
Linda Lovelace
Jason Hill
Elizabeth Stephenson
Angie House
Robin Lehman
Bennett Manning
Theresa McNea
Marc Warner
Archival/Historian
Tammy Wurthmann, Chair
Sylvia Argento
Melinda Cooper
Cheri Shaw

Finance
Tim Lubbe, Chair
Andrew Bauer
Don Colby
John Homolak
Ken Teleis
Legislative
Tim Lubbe, Chair
Jo Ellen Cline, ex officio
Stephanie Hess
Michael Kochera
Membership
Lori A. Henry, Chair
Dawn Bailey
Katherine Curfman
Penny McGuire
Mike Negray
Stephanie Nelson
Tasha Ruth
Cheri Shaw
Tammy Wurthmann

Mentor Orientation
Cheri Shaw, Chair
Sylvia Argento
Jean Atkin
Andrew Bauer
Nominating
Ken Teleis, Chair
Elizabeth Stephenson
Vendor Show
Ken Teleis, Chair
Kathleen Hanners
Paula Houston

We Want You!
If you are interested in serving
on a committee, please let the
chair of that committee know.
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OACA Fall Conference: Project Management Essentials for the Court Leader
Presenters: Ed McNachtan, Allan Asbury, Greg Scott, Eric Zatko
By Melinda S. Cooper, Court Administrator/Magistrate, Fifth District Court of Appeals
On Thursday morning of the Fall
Conference, we received training on project
management. The training was kicked off by Ed
McNachtan, Program Manager in the Information
Technology Division of the Supreme Court of
Ohio. It was designed to give us the steps and skills
to manage collaborative projects. Just what we need
as managers and staff in busy courts.
If you are a member of OACA, it is
inevitable you are or will be the manager of a
project of some kind. Here were the tips that Mr.
McNachtan provided:
 organized approaches make you more
successful
 do what worked for others - that includes the
use of templates
 there is not just one approach - do your
homework and find the approach that works
for you and your project (we applied the
"waterfall" framework)
 ad hoc work is an approach that leads to
disaster
 learn from what you are doing - look for
continuous improvement
These basic steps were laid out for us:
1. Initiate the project. Get the project approved,
financed, choose a framework and decide on
the tools (Word or Excel spreadsheet etc.) to
facilitate managing people, resources and time.
The more complex the project, the more
structure you need. If it is highly complex,
consider hiring a project manager.
2. Plan and set up the project. Clarify the project
itself by creating a project statement, identify
the tasks and create documents to make a
record of the plan and assignments. Try to
assign and delegate the work and tasks based
on availability and each person's skill set. Ask
both a peer and the main supporter of the
project to review and comment on the plan.
Be sure everyone knows their responsibilities
and how the team will be communicating.
Schedule meetings to keep up on the status
and progress.

3.

Work on the project. Plan time on your
calendar to do the work. Provide a means for
team members record progress on an agreed
upon interval - weekly was recommended.
Keep the work documented.

4. Track and re-plan the project. It is a certainty
that the project will not go as planned!
Monitor the progress, find and manage the
issues, known risks and change requests. Then,
re-plan accordingly. Have meetings but keep
them as short and productive as possible.
Don't forget that some things cannot be done
until other things have been done so you will
need to change the plan if one of those initial
steps gets delayed.
5. Close the project. Many of us will want to skip
this step when we are distracted by other
projects and problems but Mr. McNachtan
recommended that we close the project
properly to make life easier in the future.
Identify what you learned so that the next
project is easier and better. Update your
templates. Archive your documentation. Do a
close out document identifying what you
learned and notes for the future and then keep
that document as part of the archive.
Once Mr. McNachtan went over the basics
of project management, Greg Scott, the Legal
Director and Magistrate of Montgomery County
Juvenile Court discussed the importance of
governance, especially in the IT realm.
Mr. Scott discussed how important it was
that decisions be made at the appropriate level of
an organization. That may mean you have to get
IT to realize that IT must fit the need of the court,
not the reverse. His recommendation was to use a
team approach because almost every technology
decision has policy, business and technical facets.
That way, every decision can be made after
considering the interest of every group that may be
affected. He warned us, though, that courts are
masters
of
internal
suboptimization.
Suboptimization is the practice of focusing on one

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
component of the total and making changes
intended to improve that one component and
ignoring the effects on other components.
When it comes to governance and IT issues,
Mr. Scott recommended that we don't take no for an
answer and remember that the leader must be
leading and the decision makers doing the decision
making. IT should be the technical expert and
provide their advice, but they are not the decision

maker for the court. Make them understand what the
court does so that they can work the technology to
assist the court. He thought that the best way for us
to do that was to "make them sit on the bench." If the
IT staff sits in the role of the Judge or staff and has to
do what we do, they will have a better understanding
of the goal. His point was that technology is a tool
for the court to use to accomplish the court's
mission; technology is not the point in and of itself.

Barberton Court Administrator Receives
Moyer Scholarship Award
By Bret Crow, The Supreme Court of Ohio
Barberton Municipal Court Administrator
Susan Sweeney had no idea that a trip to Columbus
on Thursday would end with her receiving the 2012
Chief Justice Thomas J. Moyer Memorial
Scholarship Award.
Under the guise of a meeting to discuss
Barberton’s new mental health court, judges
Christine L. Croce and David E. Fish drove with
Sweeney to the Moyer Judicial Center. They
convinced Sweeney to stop by the Ohio Association
for Court Administration (OACA) fall conference to
kill time before their “meeting” began.
To Sweeney’s surprise, Ohio Judicial College
Director Milt Nuzum announced her as the third
recipient of the scholarship, which is awarded
annually. OACA officers created the award in 2010
after the death of Chief Justice Moyer.
Sweeney said the episode caught her off
guard.
“Anyone who knows me knows that I’m a
planner, which by default means I don’t like
surprises,” she said. “However, this was quite a nice
surprise and such an honor to receive this
prestigious scholarship award.”
Before he presented Sweeney with the award,
Nuzum read from her application and said that she
“articulated in the application an aspiration that
Chief Justice Moyer would have approved with
enthusiasm.”
Sweeney said she would use the $1,000
scholarship to further her professional development.
“As the newly appointed court administrator,
I face my greatest challenge in working to meet the
needs and expectations of a court that has
committed to changing the status quo and

Barberton Municipal Court Administrator Susan Sweeney (center) received the 2012 Chief Justice Thomas J. Moyer Memorial Scholarship
Award from the Ohio Association for Court Administration on October 18.
With Sweeney are, from left, Judge David E. Fish, Judge Christine L.
Croce, OACA President Sylvia Argento, and Ohio Judicial College Director
Milt Nuzum.

implementing best practices,” she wrote in the
application. “Continued court administration
education will only help in meeting this challenge
and exceeding expectations.”
Sweeney said the award’s namesake had an
impact on her, although not in a direct way.
“I never had the privilege of personally
meeting Chief Justice Moyer,” she said. “But I carry
with me his words, as he spoke to a room full of
aspiring lawyers taking the bar examination about
the importance of our future role in the judicial
system. I believe those of us that are fortunate
enough to be a part of the judicial system must rise to
the level of commitment, integrity, and leadership
that Chief Justice Moyer exemplified.”
Published originally by Court News Ohio: http://www.courtnewsohio.gov/
happening/2012/moyerScholarship_102412.asp
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OACA Fall Conference: Project Management/Public Contracting
Presenters: Ed McNachtan, Allan Asbury, Greg Scott, Eric Zatko
By Bennett A. Manning, Court Administrator/Magistrate, Twelfth District Court of Appeals
During our Thursday afternoon education
session, Ed McNachtan and Eric Zatko walked the
group through "Public Contracting 101." They
discussed the steps required and factors to consider
when soliciting and accepting bids on a court project.
First, you need to decide if the project is one that
absolutely has to go out for bid. There are no
uniform statewide contracting requirements for
courts, but local municipal or county codes or
procurement procedures may apply. Sometimes,
there are dollar thresholds that trigger competitive
bidding requirements. This is not to say that the
bidding process should be avoided if at all possible;
some projects may benefit from a competitive
bidding process whether it is required or not.
The next step is to create a Request for
Proposal or RFP. This is useful when you are seeking a
provider for a combination of goods and services, price
is not the main consideration, and you need help
developing exact specifications and requirements for
the project. An alternative is to create a Request for
Information or RFI. This may be appropriate if you
need a lot of information with respect to the project, or
want to explore available alternatives.
The elements of an RFP were discussed, which
included having a pre-bid conference, accurately
describing the scope of the work, listing factors to be
used when evaluating proposals, and creating
deadlines for submission of proposals. It is very

important to reserve the right to reject all bids, in
whole or in part, and the right to cancel the RFP
entirely. Don't accept bids submitted after
established deadlines; return them.
Evaluation of responses to an RFP is best
accomplished by a 3-person committee. Factors for
consideration include responsiveness to the
requirements of the RFP, understanding of the goods
and services to be provided, price, past performance,
and financial stability. You can use any evaluation
criteria you want to as long as it is fair and reasonable.
If it becomes necessary to make changes to
the project, remember that the "Triple Constraint"
principle will apply: Whenever you change the
1) scope, 2) budget, or 3) timeline of any project, the
other two factors will probably also change. Those
who want or need to change something in relation to
a project must keep this in mind.
We also discussed the "four phases of project
planning," which are 1) project definition, 2) project
planning, 3) implementation, and 4) closure
(including making careful note of "lessons learned").
You, or someone else in your organization will do
this again!
As court officials, we plan and implement
projects, big and small, on an almost daily basis.
Many of these principles and considerations apply to
all projects, regardless of size.

OACA Fall Conference: Coaching & Disciplining Employees and Freedom of
Speech in the Workplace
Presenter: Scott Warrick, JD, MLHR, CEQC, SPHR
By Theresa E. McNea, Training & Education Specialist, Cleveland Municipal Court
The Fall Conference 2012 presentation topic
was “Coaching & Disciplining and Freedom of
Speech in the Workplace” by Scott Warrick. Here is
a summary of what Mr. Warrick delivered.
Coaching & Disciplining Employees
Problem Recognition
1. Make the employee aware of the problem.
Clearly state the standard and explain why the
standard is important. Remind the employee of
the standard that is expected, as compared to the

level at which the employee is currently
performing. Explain the detrimental affect this
problem may have, or has had, against the
employee, the department and the company.
2. Parrott & Reward-ask the employee’s side of the
story! What they say may surprise you. Asking
their side does not mean accepting excuses such
as, “he made me do it” known as the victim game
or “what about John,” known as the diversion

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
game or “I don’t see it that way,” or “you’re
unfair and mean,” known as deflection game.
These are all games where the employee is
trying to divert attention away from their actions
and to deny ownership.
3. If it appears the employee is at fault, then make
sure the employee:
a. Understands that the problem exists.
Employees may agree that the standard is
not being met…but it is not their fault. That
is OK at this stage. It is enough for the
employee to simply acknowledge that a
problem exists.
b. Now inform the employee that this is their
problem to solve…not yours. This is their
job…so it is their problem to solve. Their job
is to meet the standard; your job is to help
them. In the end, this is their job…not yours.
Get the employee to take accountability for
the results! Employees often acknowledge the
problem, but then blame others. This is just
another game they are playing. It is vital that
the employee takes responsibility for the
problem.
Problem Resolution
1. Discuss possible solutions to the problem. Adopt
the most viable ones as goals. The employee must
then devise a plan to alleviate the performance
discrepancy and meet these goals.
2. Agree on the right course of action and the
appropriate follow-up measures to be taken.
Get the employee to take accountability for the
action plan. Set subsequent meeting(s) to
review the progress of the goal.
3. Monitor progress in some manner and follow up
with the employee.
4. Recognize and/or reward achievement with
positive feedback. Continue on in the reprimand/
warning process if adequate improvement is not
seen.
Of course, as part of this process, it is usually
a good idea to discuss with the employee whether
he/she is interested in meeting these standards and
putting forth the effort to succeed. Is the employee
happy at the company, or is there just a bad match?
It is best to discover any mismatches now rather
than put forth effort only to fail. Is the employee a
better match with another vacant job? Employees

should not be transferred to other positions if the
problem is attitude. Does the employee dislike the
company? If so, then perhaps an exit strategy from
the company is the best solution in order to avoid
inevitable termination.
Freedom of Speech in the Workplace
Mr. Warrick discussed freedom of speech in
the workplace as well. All employers, including
public employers, have the right to manage their
workplaces, which includes limiting employee
actions and speech that might prove harmful to the
employer. Employers have the right to maintain
discipline, high morale and good order, as the
employer generally sees fit when these issues might
interfere with the “mission and functions of the
employer.: Allowing employees to do whatever they
want to harm the reputation of the organization
should never be allowed.
Far too many employers fail to enforce their
culture and standards because they are afraid of
violating the employees’ legal rights. However, when
employers fail to act, when they fail to enforce their
own culture, then the culture will be established by the
employees; will run the organization and not
management. Employees always think they have more
rights than they really do…and employers always think
they
have
less.
Employers
must
start
exercising their rights in order to preserve their
organization’s mission. They have the legal basis to do
just that. Now they just need the courage.
The most important aspect of this line of
emerging cases is that they allow employers to
establish the roles of their employees. That means
employers should establish and enforce the attitude
requirements of the job just as much as the
technical requirements even if the public sector
where constitutionally protected right of free speech
does exist but this right is not absolute.
Too many times, employers let their
employees threaten them while the good employees
are forced to listen, which will directly harm the
organization’s morale and thus its productivity.
In short, employers must win back their
organizations. Employers should not tolerate being
threatened by their employees, which includes
direct assaults in the form of lawsuits that do not
provide employees with statutory protections, or
whenever employees walk throughout their
workplaces and openly threaten their employers,
which include threatening their employers with
lawsuits and/or attorneys.
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Get to Know OACA At-Large Representative, Tim Lubbe
Court Administrator, Lorain County Common Pleas Court
How did you first get involved in with OACA and/or the
judicial branch?
After consultation with legal counsel I have been
advised not to discuss my first “involvement” with
the judicial branch (For those who don’t know me,
I am kidding…..those who do know me are
probably not so sure). My first involvement with
OACA came after a round-table meeting that I
attended at the Supreme Court of Ohio. Though I
had been a staff attorney/magistrate with the court
for 10 years, I was new to the court administrator
position. At the time, I did not appreciate the
gaping chasm which existed between what I knew
and what I needed to know to competently do my
job. Fortunately, a number of experienced court
administrators kindly recommended joining OACA.
It is a recommendation for which I am eternally
grateful. Unfortunately, the organization may
suffer the repercussions for years to come.

What do you like most about
your job? What do you like
least?
The
challenges.
The
challenges.

What is your position, how long have you been in it and
how many people do you supervise? What departments are
you responsible for?
I have been the court administrator for the General
Division of the Lorain County Common Pleas Court
for five years. I work for six judges and am
responsible
for
supervising
the
following
departments: Adult Probation, Mediation, Jury
Commissioners, Foreclosure, and IT. Within those
departments there are 42 employees who I am
responsible for supervising. There are another 30
employees who are considered the judges’ personal
staff (allegedly I am not responsible for them…except
when something goes wrong).

If you could be or do anything else—what?
Probably an exotic dancer (I did not say erotic—get
your minds out of the gutter). This type of dance is
characterized as something out of the ordinary or
perceived by spectators as unusual—see Wikipedia. I
have, however, reconciled myself to the fact that
despite my natural ability and excellent physical
condition, I am aging and the window of
opportunity for this career transition is narrowing.
So my fallback position would be professional bass
fisherman.

What do you think will change about OACA and/or the
judicial branch over the next five years?
I think OACA will continue to grow and prosper
over the next five years. I believe the Supreme
Court of Ohio, through its Court Management
Program, has significantly influenced the
advancement of court administration as a
profession in Ohio. As a result, there are an
increasing number of individuals who are seeking
to continue their professional development and
OACA membership, in my opinion, is one of the
best methods to achieve that objective.

Where would you like to live?
Somewhere warm, with lots of sunshine, no
humidity, beaches, lush forests, picturesque views,
and no earthquakes, floods, or hurricanes.
Reasonable real estate prices would also be
appreciated. Is anyone else thinking Ohio?

I will admit to a certain level of frustration when
problems are identified and could have been
mitigated or even avoided with some proactive
efforts. However, I truly believe that court
administration is a calling or vocation and not a
good fit for someone simply looking for a job. As
such, I welcome the opportunity to face and (on
occasion) resolve the myriad of obstacles associated
with running a court.
What is your motto?
Be competent, be professional, but don’t take
yourself to seriously and never forget to laugh.

What is your favorite way of spending time?
Reading.
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Get to Know OACA Member, Berlin Carroll
Director of Treatment & Detention Services,
Allen County Juvenile Court
How did you first get involved in with OACA and/or the
judicial branch?
I started working for the judicial branch of government
when I was 19 years old as a Detention Officer within
Allen County Juvenile Court’s Secured Treatment and
Detention Center.
What is your position, how long have you been in
it and how many people do you supervise? What
departments are you responsible for?
I am currently serving as the Director of Treatment &
Detention Services for Allen County Juvenile Court. I
was appointed to my current position in February of
2008 by the Honorable Judge Glenn H. Derryberry. I
supervise a staff of 29 full-time employees and 17
part-time employees. My primary responsibilities
include administrative supervision of the court’s 32-bed
Juvenile Detention Center, residential treatment
programs, day treatment programs, information
technologies and human resources.
Which living person do you most admire?
My mother and father who always made sure that I
had the opportunity to travel and experience other
cultures as a child in spite of our humble economic
background and for teaching me that I was born no
more special or important than anyone else on this
planet but rather it would be my actions, attitudes,
and behaviors that would truly set me apart as an
individual and, as importantly, that this was true for
all of us.
If you could change one thing about yourself, what would
it be?
Actually, I would say that I would change about a
hundred things. All 100 of them would be pounds.
Who is your favorite fictional hero?
I’d say it is a toss up between Indiana Jones and James
Bond. My passion for history would probably tip the
scale slightly toward Indy if I had to choose between
them.
Who are your real-life heroes?
Chuck Yeager: A true American hero who exemplifies
what it means to possess “the right stuff.” My
grandfathers, Dr. Berlin R. Carroll, who served in the
U.S. Navy and Air Force in WWII, Korea, and Vietnam,

recipient of the bronze star and a
purple heart, and Major Barry Neal
Detwiler who served in the U.S. Air
Force as a fighter pilot & instructor pilot flying F-100’s
in Korea and Vietnam. Note: He knew and flew against
Chuck Yeager in a tactical competition once. He didn’t
like Chuck much after that.
If married, how did you meet your spouse? Describe your
first date; your marriage proposal; your wedding or
honeymoon.
I first met my wife checking her I.D. at the south door
of our detention center. She was there to administer
the fourth grade proficiency test to one of our
residents. While visiting my parents in Fuquay-Varina,
North Carolina (near Raleigh) we drove three hours to
the coast one afternoon to visit Kill Devil Hills, which is
the actual site of the Wright Brother’s historical first
flights. Standing on top of the hill near the memorial
monument and looking out over the field where the
flights took place I asked her what it was that she saw
through her eyes. She said, “ummm, grass, an ocean,
houses, boats, what am I supposed to see?” I replied “I
see the place where boys from Ohio come to fulfill
their dreams and I don’t have to leave the ground for
12 seconds for my dreams to come true. Rather, I just
have to ask you to marry me.” The other tourists on
the hill that day thought my proposal was pretty cool. I
thought it was a little corny but it did the trick.
What do you wish other people knew about OACA and/or
the judicial branch?
Amongst its many responsibilities and powers, the
judicial branch of government serves to ensure
equal justice under the law and thus is the guardian
of the rights and liberties of the people doing so by
protecting the minority from the majority and
ensuring that our democracy does not decay into
“mobacracy.”
The Ohio Association for Court Administration is
an organization of professionals serving in varied
leadership positions throughout Ohio’s court
systems. As a professional association, it excels in
providing
leadership
training,
mentorship,
opportunity for growth and development, and as a
centralized networking hub for its members.
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A Look Back at the Fall Conference

Clockwise, starting in top left corner: Officers Lori Henry, Mike Kochera, Mindy Cooper and Linda Lovelace are looking very professional;
Supreme Court Justice Evelyn Lundberg Stratton swears in the new officers for 2013; Steven Hollon, administrative director for the Supreme Court,
presents the Ohio Courts Update. Past President Don Colby looks energetic as always; President Elect Michael Kochera presents a plaque to
outgoing President Sylvia Argento; Honorable Charles Schneider, administrative judge from Franklin County Common Pleas Court, gives our
welcome speech.
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A Look Back at the Fall Conference (continued)

Clockwise, starting in top left corner: Scott Warrick, HR consultant gives the group advice on coaching and disciplining employees; Eric Zatko
presents to the class; The night at Hope Hollow begins as Ken Teleis and others depart from the buses; Attendees watch as employees from the
Columbus Zoo introduce a variety of animals to the group; Past President Kevin Clark looks on as his wife Jane tells the story of how Hope Hollow
began; 2013 Officers Atiba Jones, Tammy Wurthmann, Lori Henry, Michael Kochera, Elizabeth Stephenson and Tim Lubbe.
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A Look Back at the Fall Conference (continued)

Clockwise, starting in top left corner: Part of our entertainment at Hope Hollow, Margaret Allen plays piano and sings jazz; Ben Manning on the
tenor saxophone; Some hungry members wait in line to get food; Mindy Cooper, Connie Villelli and Angie House pose in front of one of the
many baskets auctioned off during the evening.

